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Cover lmage
TOC Tractions at Gregynog Hall at

the end of the Welsh Mountains Rally.
Martin DeLittle

Editor's E

It seems odd to be talking about
autumn and the advance of winter
whilst it is, up here at least, still one
of the hottest and driest summers for
many decades. By the time that you
read this it will be early September
and the last of the season's events will be well under way across a
parched and in places fire scorched England.

The summer's rallies seem to have gone well. Magny Cours was enjoyed by
those who attended, although the weather seems to have been a little doubtful
from time to time. Brittany appears to have received the sunshine however, and
The TOC Welsh Mountain Rally conducted in almost Mediterranean weather,
was a great success. Feedback was generally very good on the National, albeit
there were one or two comments (made to me whilst there) about the schedule
being a touch tight with little chance to explore the locale at a more leisurely
pace. Perhaps there is scope from time to time, for a more free-wheeling kind
of National without a detailed itinerary, but with more options.

ln terms of shows, I originally wrote that I had yet, at the time of writing. to
hear of anything being washed out. The dry weather had turned most green
and pleasant show fields into beige savannah, albeit we have had some
mainly overnight rain during July up here in Lancashire, enough to keep the
hosepipe ban at bay and to prevent gardens expiring completely. ln fac-t it has
almost been too hot at a couple of events that I have attended, with exhibitors
struggling for shade and some of the visitors also looking distinctly wilted. I

wonder, on reflection, if super hot weather is as detrimental to these enents in
terms of visitor numbers, as a soaking wet day. I have certainly thought twice
about attending a couple of events on the basis that I was not sure that I could
stand the heat for several hours, or indeed whether my car would be similarty
challenged by the queues to get in and out. Alas the summer has run fue to
form, (ie: ended for the moment!) and as I write in mid August, I have just shut
the garage doors on my car as the Stonyhurst Show disappears in tonential
rain. The BBC weather forecast has also returned to its usual fickle form.
changing its mind half a dozen times in three days. ...how they can claim to be
forecasting climate change beats me.

Onwards. This magazine is quite'Rally Heavy' as you will notice and
unfortunately, we have run out of room and so the CTAB report will have to wait
until next time. We do have a report on Llangollen, in part by Andrw Tweed's
dog, so that is probably a first!

Next year, our Annual Rally is merged with the Centenary event, the details
of which are still being finalised and which are reported on elsewhere in the
magazine. We also have a reflection on Magny Cours by someone making
their first foray into France. On the tech side the rebuild of the Aussie Big Six
continues, and we also touch further on the vexed question ofdrive shaft
failure.

So, onto weightier matters, it looks as if the Mayor of London is aiming to
extend the ULEZ right out as far as the North / South Circular, with no prisoners
taken thus far as classic cars are concerned and only a honeymoon period of
two years' reduced penalty costs leading up to the final date, 'to allow residents
to assess their transport options.' lf you live in this area, it may therefore
ultimately cost you if you want to use your classic, as well as possibly your
older modern-ish Vauxhall or Ford everyday car. This, it is felt, will encourage
motorists to pension off their middle aged cars, particularly the diesels that
we were all encouraged to buy, and either go by public transport, or re-equip
with new clean models. That is great, of course, for improving air quality in city
centres, but not so good for the environment as a whole, due to the question of
embodied energy in our older cars, and the extra pollutants thrust into the wider
environment by the manufacture of replacement cars. And hard lines if you are
only able to afford an older car!

Why is this an issue to those of us who live out in the provinces? Well, if London
sets a precedent, then it may only be a matter of time before other cities, such
as Manchester and Birmingham follow suit, and then the larger towns and
before you know where you are, you will be paying a double tax to use your
cars in or near most urban areas in the country. Keep your eye on this one.

Finally, yes Mike McDonald and his car, complete with transplanted gearbox,
did survive the National Rally.

We must have done something right
Enjoy the rest of the season.
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President's Ponderin

So, this is summer..... and it certainly blessed the
annual Rally in Snowdonia which was so good that
I can still laugh about my starter-ring silentblocs
failing again on the way home. But, hey-ho, this set
lasted nearly 400 miles and silentblocs apart it was a
really fantastic weekend. The weather undoubtedly
helped but the excellent choice of venues and
activities together with great organisation would
probably have made it just as enjoyable had we been

blessed with more conventional weather.

lmportantly from my point of view, the revised award

categories were apparently very successfulwith only

one person winning two trophies. However, as one of
those was for the "Disaster of the Year", it probably does

not count anyway. That said, the (un)lucky recipient -
who will remain nameless here (full report elsewhere in
this issue!) - has already put in two early bids for next

year's "Disaster" award. First, he discovered his rebuilt

gearbox needs re-rebuilding and then he was forced to

abandon the Brittany Club rally to Puy de Fou on medical

grounds. I do commiserate but, at this rate, nobody else

is going to get a sniff of that trophy for some years to

come and I am clearly wasting my time repeatedly fitting

rubbish silentblocs to my own car in an attempt to get my

hands on at least one TOC trophy - even if it is the least

coveted.

For the first time in several years I attended the Sunday

of the CCC annual and, as it was only about 35 miles

from home, I went in the Yellow Peril, which ran like

a dream. The turn-out was very impressive with one

other RWD model and four Tractions plus, of course,

more numerous examples of the other classic models.

However, I was pleasantly surprised by the number of
modern Citroens present. Furthermore, it looked to me

as if they tended to belong to a much younger group of
owners but that is not really so surprising. lt looks as

if the CCC is managing to recruit fresh, younger blood

through its later and current models so, maybe all we

need now is Citroen to start making Tractions again

and we might have a chance of more "yooof' joining the

TOC. And just in case he is too embarrassed to mention

it himself, when it came to the raffle, our own intrepid

Chairman not only won enough oil to sell some back to

the Middle East but then went on to scoop the top prize of
a pair of concert tickets. The latter were kindly donated

by Citroen UK so little wonder they were unable to afford

any sponsorship for the TOC annual rally.

Looking fonvard again, I suggest anybody hoping to go

to the Centenary Celebration in Fert6-Vidame visit the

website at: citroencc.com

The website is available in English and you can register

for the newsletter and (perhaps) keep more up-to-date

than you will by sitting waiting for information to trickle
down through the Amicale. There is also an on-line

registration form there but, if you do use the English

version beware that it asks for the "Vin" number but

that is a translation error and they actually require your

vehicle registration in that field. As I said last time, there

is still camping space available at the site but all hotel

rooms within at least a 25km radius are now fully booked

so if you are considering attending please arrange your

accommodation as soon as possible.

We were all pleased to see Jackie Hackett at the Welsh

rally and I am very happy to report that the ad in the

last FP has seen her Cloverleaf find a new home.

Dave was a prolific collector and, for those interested,

a nice example of a Slough 6 (which

Dave reimported from Australia) is being

advertised in this issue.

Photo by MDL *-

New Members
Welcome to our new members who have recently joined the TOC.

Mr P Fletcher Wrexham

Mr A Beale Wokingham Berkshire

Mr N Sieveking Halesworth Suffolk

Mr C Franczak Chesterfield Derbys

Mr W Allardice Churchill Oxon

Mr M Gubler Zurich SWITZERLAND

Mr A Kyprianou Enfield Middlesex

Mr P Horsley Wrenbury Heath Nantwich

Mr P Rees Devizes Wiltshire

Mr T Jacobs Hanley William Tenbury Wells

Mr S Stokes Shirley W. Mids

Mr M Pollard Frampton on Severn Glos.

Mr P Langley Box, Corsham Wilts
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Traction Owners Clubs: Section Details

Section Gontact

Eastern

s$
Jasmin Gagen
ret 01284 827 039
Email: eastern@traction-owners.co.uk

Our regular meetings are every three weeks alternating between pubs below.
The Angel lnn The Compasses lnn
Larling, Norwich, NR16 2QU Littley Green, Chelmsford, CM3 1BU

lreland

s$
Richard Sheil
Tel: 00 33 87 656 9928
Email: I reland@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

Kent/ East Sussex Adrian Phillips
Tel:01892 520857
Email: kent-east-sussex@traction-owners.co. uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

Lakes and Borders Bob Guppage
Tel: 01539 433 391

See section report for coming meetings/events.

London

ss
Peter & Sue Simper
Tel: 01784559867
Email: london@traction-owners.co.uk

First Thursday every month from 7.30 pm at the Hare and Hounds in
Osterley, Windmill Lane, lsleworth, TW7SPR

Midshires Stephen Prigmore / Tina O'Connor
rel.0775 937 2242
Email: midshires@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

North East ,/P.

{#,:\
H-&_'

Graham Handley
Tel: 01661 843 493
Email: north-east@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

Northern 
g$

Bryan Pullan
Tel: 07513 362202
Email: northern@traction-owners.co.uk

Summer meetings at monthly Breakfast Meets at the Corner House pub,
Wrightington, Lancs, first Sunday of every month, April to October, 9-30
am onwards. Members also meet on Thursday evenings throughout the
year at various Lancashire pubs in collaboration with the Thursday Knights
VCC. See TKVCC website for details: http://www.spanglefish.com/
thursdaynightvintagecarckub/

Peak

es
Bev & John Oates
Tel: 01629 582154
Email: peak@traction-owners.co.uk

The Peak Section meets for lunch on the first Sunday of the even month in
lnns around Derbyshire. See Sections web page for details of locaiions.

Northern.Scotland lan Smith and Andy Burnett
Tel: lan Smith: 01224 715221 I
Andy Burnett: 013398 86290
Email: north-scotland@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events

Southern ,,4'

scouand gS
Peter Fereday
Tel: 01505 842263
Email: south-scotland@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

South Midlands Please contact Bernie Shaw, President, if you are interested in filling this
vital role

South West ,,dt

{F,&
,9-e-

Howard Speirs
Phone:

- Home: 01872 862386
- Mob: 0797 4187267

See section report for comlng meetings/events.

Surrey/Hants/
sussex 

tro$

Sue & Philippe Allison
01256 761444
Email:
surrey-hants-sussex@traction-owners.co. u k

Meetings at the Fairmile, Cobham. For dates , see contact details opposite or
look out for information in Section reports.

Wales Julian Pratt
Tel: 01974 272888
Mobile: 07824313541
E Mail: julianrpratt@gmail.com

See section report for coming meetings/events.

West of ',&
Engrand gS

Terence McAuley
ret 01225 466939
Email: west-enqland@traction-owners.co.uk

See section report for coming meetings/events.

Rest of World Please contact Bemie Shaw, President, if you are interested in filling this
vital role

Note: all of the above are volunteers and will also have other commitments. Please bear this in mind

when trying to contact them. Up to date details of forthcoming local events will be posted eiiher in the
Sections page of the TOC website, or within Section Reports in Floating Power. A summary of the
current Section reports is also posted periodically on the club's Facebook site.

TOOLS
Club tools
available for loan:
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Section News

There were no real issues with the Traction on more than
750 miles for the Rally after its recent engine rebuild and
new gearbox. I do now regret fitting second hand old style
driveshafts when I mangled the tapers on the originals
three years ago. They have worn very quickly and now
need replacing again - looks like I will have to invest in a
pair of CV style new ones. One of the jukeboxes will have
to go to fund them.....sob.

Next big meet in our area is the 'Concrete Camping'
weekend on November 2ndl3rdl4lh at the King Robert
Hotel, Stirling - partner hotel to the Rob Roy in Aberfoyle
from last year's Rally.

Not real camping of course and should be a hoot with
fellow 2CVEcosse and CCC Scotland members. lf
anyone is interested in coming please contact me.

Peter Fereday

For details of planned activities contact: Peter
Fereday.
south-scotland@traction -owners.co. u k
Tel:0131 4494449

WEST oF ENGLAND fi(
Well, here we are again heading for the end of the
"season" for Traction events and winter hibernation.
We had a jolly time at the Cotswold Steam Fair on 415

August. Three Tractions on the Saturday, and just me
in solitary splendour on the Sunday. Numbers suggest
that we might look for something else to do next
year. We were glad of the shade provided by Paul De
Felice's gazebo - it was hot out there. John Ogborne

came up to gaze at his old car, now in the hands of Peter
Rees in Devizes. Was there a small tear?
Personally speaking, our main event is still to come in
that we set off to Aix-en-Provence on 3rd Sept for a 5
week trip en Traction. What, as they say, could possibly
go wrong?
Finally, people will be pleased to hear that Dave Hackett's
Cloverleaf has now found a good home. Just a little light
assembly.....
Cheers
Terence McAuley
For details of future planned activities contact:
Terence McAuley
Tel:01225 466939
Email: west-en g land@traction-owners.co.u k

NORTHERN SECilON fs
The hot dry
spell has
continued
across the
North well into

early August,
with only a

couple of days
worth of rain

to relieve it

and to damp
down the
moorland fires
in Lancashire
and Greater Manchester.
However, it has been prime
weather for car shows, with
show fields looking like the
Serengeti and temperatures
soaring ridiculously at
times. The Nationalwas in

Snowdonia, of course and
seven cars from the Section
met up at a garden centre on
the edge of Chesier for lunch,
before heading down towards
Llangollen on the Welsh
Mountains weekend.

The weekend was a great success, in no small part due
to the fantastic weather, albeit the view from the top of
Snowdon was a bit hazy. Nonetheless, there were no
significant casualties, one Northern car had a minor
problem with a sticky solenoid on Sunday morning at the
petrol station, but surrounded by other owners, was soon
fettled and under way again.

My own car behaved itself perfectly, in spite of some very
high temperatures and some fairly heavy traffic through
Frodsham and St Helens, en route, my only ongoing
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Section News

guess. All in all, a lovely way to idle away a particularly
damp Sunday afternoon.

MdeL

For more information please contact Philippe Allison
on 01256 761444 or email,
s u rrey -h a n ts -s u ssex@tracti o n -own e rs. co. u k

eenr g$
We had our Peak meeting on Sunday August 5th at the
Olde Gate lnne in Brassington. This was our fist visit to

this lovely 17th Century pub but it certainly won't be our
last as the food was excellent and very friendly staff.

ln allwe were 13 people but only 4 Tractions this time.
However Alan Large not only brought his Traction but
his new replica small Penny Farthing. What you can't
see from the photograph is that stabilisers have been
fitted because on his first attempt to ride it Alan fell off
and ended up in A & E as the Penny Farthing landed on

top of him and broke a few ribs. Needless to say no one
volunteered to try riding it on Sunday!

We will not have a meeting in October as several of our
regular members are on holiday. So our next meeting is

on Sunday December 2nd and hopefully will be at the
Yew Tree in Cauldon but this has not yet been confirmed..

Bev Oates

For details of future planned activities contact:
Bev & John Oates
Tel : 01 629 582154 Emai I : peak@traction -owners.co.u k

LoNDoN fs.
It's Summer, don't you just miss the refreshing cool of
winter?

We are back in France sorting out our now dried out
cottage. With great rallies including Snowdon and

Brittany there hasn't been a lot of time for floor mopping.

Wales saw London tractionnistes present in force, several
making a holiday of it and covering up to 1800 km with
not so much as a fouled plug. Now they're on their
summer hols or have fled the oppressive heat, however
our monthly meets at the Hare & Hounds are always well

supported and good company. lt's a paradox, London
must be the smallest area but few members live in the
middle so unlike Jasmin's vast tracts of East Anglia,
distances are small, but wherever we gather most will
have had a long slow drive. From the centre, the 10

miles to the H&H at lsleworth can take an hour and a

half!

The Familiale, cleared of mice, is stillwithout a
headlining so we took our Normale in convoy with
Laurence's Big 15 through Normandy, across the Loire
to the Brittany rally in the Vendee. A lovely country
drive to a very different 'Brittany' with shorter drives
than most years but as always with good food, aperitifs,
wine and another large Panama hatl

Now for something different:

September 13th, The London Traction Trundle.

The inaugural Traction drive past the sights of central
London. Meet at the Serpentine Gallery at 7.00pm, free
parking and no congestion charge. Then, through Hyde
Park and down the Mall followed by a meander crossing
4 bridges including Tower Bridge. A scenic return to the
park ending with a get together at the Queen's Arms,
Kensington. Bring a navigator! Finaldetails and a map
from Mike at mikewilcocklB62@gmail.com or give him a
ring 07761608656

Peter Simper

Contact Pete Simper for further details of events.

For more details or information please contact:
Pete & Sue Simper on: 01784 559867 after 8pm or
london@traction-owners.co. u k

a
EASTERN ff,}
Warren Sports & Classic Car Show 23rd September

We have been invited to join the Eastern CCC attending
the Warren Sports & Classic Car Show, more details
can be seen on www.warrenclassic.co.uk lf you would
like to join in give me a call. Where we meet up had yet
to be finalised before FP copy date. Members have said
this is a very large event supported by all the quality
marques of the motor trade and well catered for, sounds
like fun.

Regular Social Meet Up

The Compasses, Littley Green Essex CMB 1BU 18th
September - 30th October - 1'lth December

The Angel lnn, Larling Norfolk NR16 2OU 9th October
- 20th November

Jasmin Gagen

For details or suggestions for future activities
contact Jasmin Gagen
Tel: 01284 827039
eastern@traction -owners.co.u k
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Your Letters

STROKE AWARENESS
Hello Bryan,

Hope this finds you well and enjoying the Summer in le Traction !

My good friend Richard Boudrias based in Quebec, Canada ( he
has a superb Big 6 ) sent me this article about his friend Christian
Darrosse who has a 1923 5hp Citroen which he uses to promote
his work to help Stroke victims. Wonderful chap doing good things
which can help us all especially in our later years.

Enclosed are pics of Christian and his super little
car which, at the time of writing is just about to finish
crossing Canada in support of his efforts to raise Stroke
Awareness. No mean feat by any means.

The 5hp was always considered to be a robust and
reliable voiture and my wife June and I can testify to this
as we did over a 1000 miles touring Brittany last year
without any problems at all..

The 5hp was I believe the first motor car to
circumnavigate Australia...something I wouldn't like to try
today even in a modern car!!

Regards,

David Boyd

TECHNIGAL / GARDENING NOTES
What to do about those radiator leeks.

During the TOC'S annual rally in Wales,
many of the participating cars had radiator
leeks. Despite the hot weather, the leeks did
not greatly effect cooling efficency as they only
covered a small area of the grill.

On returning home, I got out my toolkit and
dismantled the leeks.

What to do with them now ?

Why, simply replant them in the vegetable
garden, let them go to seed (see photo) and
hopefully produce a new leek variety - Allium
Tractionensis next year ! Seed available next
spring.

Montee Donne (a.k.a Walford Bruen )

We cooked and ate ours! Editor

UP NORTH
Hello Bryan hope this finds you well.

Where is'the North'

The Welsh Annual Rally was wonderful, a
spectacular location, interesting visits and
so many Tractionnistes; only Laurence
could organise such a brilliant rally without
a visit to a brewery and in a country where
he didn't speak a word of the language.
Laurence has another feather in his beret,
at June's rally to Magny Cours he was the
TOC member living furthest North and he
lives in Ealing! President Bernie doesn't
count, well actually he's exceptional and
does but he unfortunately arrived in his
Picasso. We were the next furthest north
and we live within sight of Big Ben!

So, People of the North, where were
you? ls it the distance? Consider that
Nottingham is nearer to Newhaven than
Loch Lomond and you were present in
force at last year's Annual. The Channel?
A pleasant mini cruise. Driving in France?
A joy; France has an excellent network
of smooth, well maintained, often empty
and truck free main roads connecting fine
medieval towns with quiet squares and

friendly cafes. Perfect in a Traction. Our
drive to Wales was far tougher, starting
with 5 hours of heavy traffic to Gloucester
on potholed roads. And, in Magny Cours
there was even some Northern weather, 3

days of heavy rain, l'm from Lancashire so
I know about rain!

Maybe Southern exiles could help out,
hosting Northern members before heading
to the ferries?

And here's a thought, the original Normans
were Vikings so if you speak Lowlands
Scottish or like Verna speak Geordie then
you'll have no language problems. Not
many people know this. A bientotl

Michel et Verna

Ee by gum, wondeiul as France is, it is
undoubtedly our distance from the channel
porfs, assoclated with the time and cost,
that probably puts off some of us in the far
north, plus we do have our own generous
supply of superb scenery and attractive
small towns and villages to cruise through.
Editor (Lancastrian!)

WHERE ARE
YOU NOW?

ln the early 1960s, whilst serving in
the RAF, I purchased a 1939 Light
15 Roadster from a Norfolk owner. I

LOVED this car, more than any of the
97 cars which I owned during my life
span. I still have a few snapshots of this
car - registered DOU 22 which I had
repainted from grey to white.

I should very much like to lay my
eyes on the car once again, - if this is
possible. I was serving in the RAF at the
time, near Thetford in Norfolk.

I still have a few photographs ofthe car;
but some months later I was posted to
Malaysia - and the car had to go.

I now live in Oxfordshire - but would
travel to see it once again.

Yours aye

Andrew McMeekin

You can ring me on 01869 340882
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Engine Overhaul 3

ln the third and last part of Robin Jones's article he describes
the final stages ofthe engine overhaul of his 1952 Slough-
built Light 15.

As in previous episodes, Roger Williams has made some
constructive comments that are shown in italics in brackets.

Roger also says "lwould like to preface my comments by saying
that the repair/recondition was done under the mosf adverse of
circumstances and a lot of ingenuity was displayed in getting over
problems that would not have presented any problems in a fully
equipped workshop. As I am used to working in a fully equipped
workshop with comprehensive machining facilities my comments
are based on the way I would have tackled the job with those
facilities at my disposal."

The oil pump then needed to go back and proved unexpectedly
difficult, I can only assume that the sleeve must have been slightly
distorted in a previous fitment. it was a hammer and drill job to get
it to move into its housing and then a complete nightmare to get the
sleeve hole lined up with the bolt.

This was compounded by the fact that the engine was on its side
just above floor level with little maneuvering room to push an
alignment pin through the bolt hole to try & locate the sleeve hole.
Filing down of the sleeve in the vicinity of the bolt hole didn't make
matters appreciably easier.

To make things worse it is of course necessary to correctly locate
the distributor drive dog on top of the oil pump shaft. This tends to
move as the pump is pushed in necessitating a fair amount of 'trial
& error" in lifting & refitting the whole assembly.

Sweating, exhausted, and exasperated I eventually settled for
one tooth away from the "correct" position and hoped like hell the
distributor would fit in position to allow ignition timing to be set later
(it did).

(The oil pump should be a nice push fit in the hole in the block.
The hole in the block can get'gunged' up and should be carefully
cleaned as should the outside of the oil pump support tube. To aid
fitting, after the above cleaning and checking that the fit is good,
mark the top of the distributor drive dog with a white marker pen on
the narrow side and also I mark the conical hole in the support lube
so that it can be seen through the M10x1 .0 threaded hole in the
block whilst assembly is taking place.

Please note that the slot /or the drive dog of the distributor should
bo parallel with the longitudinal centreline of the block with the
narrow section on the engine side. However this only applies if
an original Citroen distributor is fitted - the slot should be at 45
degrees to this if! one of the newer distribufors ls used. lf you do
not do this you will find the vacuum pipe coming off at -15" to the
engine and it will he difficult to operate the spring clips holding the
distributor cap on.)

With the engine bottom end now built up I could replace the sump
to allow upending of the unit and (just as importantly) to keep out
the dreaded dust from the vital components.

One other aspect of my departure from the "approved" method of
engine build up was that I would be unable to pinch the ends of
the sump gasket under the main bearing caps as per the manual
drawing so it didn't surprise me that I needed to trim the ends of the
cork gasket supplied in the set.

What did surprise me however was that the cork semicircles going
around the outside of the main bearing caps front and back were
way too long as supplied.

Worse still, being totally square in cross section, they would not

seat properly in the recesses, especially in the rearmost bearing
cap where there are gaps in the internal "lip' of the channel.

The square section seal distorted wildly at these points if
attempts were made to force it into the gap. There were no written
instructions with the gasket set so I don't know it it's standard
practice to have to cut these or not.

Not only was it laborious to cut them, being trial & error with
disaster awaiting if you cut too much off but it was even more
laborious to re-profile the darn things to a trapezoidal cross section
so they would seat in the channels.

I enlisted the help of my eldest son at this point who arguably
chose a bad moment for a visit. and the rate of productivity
increased at the expense of semi-continuous teenage grumbling
about the menial tasks dished out by unfeeling parents.

Copious quantities of blue "Hylomar" jointing compound on the
area around the corners oi the sump were my attempts to make
good any deficiencies in the gasketry. There was no visible edge
to the seal on the rear housing so I ran a bead of "instant gasket"
between sump and bearing housing as a second line of defence.
The next task was to get the engine upright again, the problem
being that the hoist had long since gone back to the hire shop. I

worked out that with the heaviest part of the unit being the flywheel
if I rocked it onto the flywheel (resting on wooden blocks) and held
it "in balance' on end I should be able to rotate it, kick the cradle
into alignment and rock it back into (upright) position.

Well it worked but not without an extremely nervous moment or
two as it teetered on the brink of collapse over the garage floor (or
worse into the front wing of the adjacent Traction!) Don't try this at
home!

Another conundrum that I wanted to resolve was 'where exactly
is the timing mark' recess in the flywheel?'Various texts seemed
to indicate either it was 8 deg. BTDC or 6 deg. BTDC. No time
like having the engine stripped down to establish the real truth.
I carefully measured the offset of the 6mm alignment hole in the
bellhousing from the nearest bolt hole. I then turned the engine
until the flywheel recess was this distance from the corresponding
engine bolt hole.

I set up a dial gauge above No.l piston, noted the reading at this
point, carried on turning the engine until the reading stopped
increasing (TDC) and took this reading. Some complicated
geometry gave a result of Sdeg. BTDC for my engine. As a check
on this method I taped around the circumference of the flywheel
and then using a long bar seated in the mainshaft sleeve, I sighted
in another mark corresponding to TDC as measured on the dial
gauge.

The difference between the two marks as a traction of the
circumference times 360 deg. is the advance which came out to 5
deg. by this method.

Up to this point I can boastfully say that I had done reasonably well
in anticipating and buying what was necessary for new parts way
before I needed them - but I now fell down really badly!

Only now picking up the head bolts to clean them up prior to re
installing the cylinder head I noticed with horror that some had
great chunks ofthread corroded away.

With even more horror I read all the tales of woe in back issues
of Floating Power about people stripping out the threads from the
engine block whilst in the final stages of tightening down especially
where the newer type of head gasket was being used, What type
ol gasket was in my set? - you've guessed it! I read through the
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Engine Overhaul 3

I also knew what the tool looked like thanks to the manual
illustration. I purchased an ordinary plastic protractorfrom a
geometry set. measured the distributor shaft diameter under the
rotor arm and cut a hole to the same size at the centre point of the
protractor (actually a semicircular cut-out rather than a 'hole").

I set the timing statically to the flywheel recess 'mark' as per the
manual. I then secured the protractor around the distributor shaft
[any place will do) with a rubber grommet. To form a "pointer" to
enable the protractor to be read I used a pair of long nosed 'mole
grips" around the body ofthe vacuum advance actuator rod casing
(loosely, the metal is very weak!) and took a reading where they
met the protractor.

I subtracted 6 deg. unclamped and rotated the distributor anti-
clockwise to this point and re-clamped. Removal of protractor
and 8mm rod from the bell housing plus refitting the rotor arm and
distributor cap completed the exercise.

The radiator shell and bonnet frame/leaves could now be replaced.
The final piece to put back was the engine breather which required
the car to be jacked up onto axle stands placed beneath the
front cross-member (at least it does for me as my fingers are not
dexterous enough to contort around the engine mount to do up the
two bolts).

Whilst the car was so placed I took the opportunity to replenish the
greasing points which had been overdue at the start of this whole
marathon session.

Before tightening
down the new
spark plugs I

removed each one
and using a trigger
oil can squirted a
small quantity of
engine oil down
each cylinder bore
and turned the
engine over by
hand.

Note - anyone
starting a Traction
after a lengthy lay
up or period of
inactivity please,
please do this.
you may just
save yourself the
Herculean task
described above
by preventing
the piston
rings attaching
themselves to the
cylinder walls by
rust. A final check
round to tighten drain plugs, mix anti-freeze. refill radiator and
engine oil were the preliminaries to seeing if it would go.

I disconnected the HT lead from the coil and 'churned" the
engine on the starter in bursts until the oil pressure lightwent
out. I reconnected the HT lead. set the choke to hallway and was
surprised (even a little shocked) when she sprang to life with just a
touch on the starter button.

She settled down to a reasonably smooth idle whilst I anxiously

peered at all the points where leaks can occur. A small petrol
dribble at the carburettor union and ditto at the top hose radiator
joint were soon fixed by further tightening jubilee clips.

There was a slight clatter from the top end unsurprisingly since the
provisional valve clearances are greater than the usual settings.
Unfortunately I rapidly found that I had two residual problems;
in the nine months of inactivity in a cold damp garage the clutch
plate had decided to seize to the flywheel face and the generator
seemed unwilling to contribute any volts, amps or watts to the
party.

Having restarted alter fixing the minor leaks I let it run for 15

minutes then switched oft, undid the rocker cover and went around
the sequence of cylinder head nuts with the torque wrench set at 5
mKg

It's true what they say about the incompressibility of the modern
type head gasket - one or two of the nuts moved a fraction but on
the majority the torque wrench 'clicked out" before any movement
took place.

With that task complete it only remained to adjust the valve
clearances once more (to the warm setting 0.15110.20mm) before I

could replace the rocker cover and the engine was fit for duty or at
least careful running in.

[Even if the bolts/studs had loosened, the friction under the nuts/
bolt heads would still be greater than the lightening torque. The

correct procedure is to loosen each bolt/nut in turn
and lighten up in one smooth movement.l

Looking back now, if I was asked what was the most
difficult part of the whole operation I would have to say
that despite the various desperate and exasperating
battles described above the biggest single problem
was trying to keep stuff clean. Attempting to get
operating theatre standards of cleanliness when
you are virtually working in the open air is nigh on
impossible.

Despite the fact that a lot of the work took place in
summer, there were days when I was'weathered
out" when I got to the garage. I opened up and would
be fetching tools from the back of the garage to turn
round and see great gouts of dust blowing in around
the part dismantled engine.

Other days I was more fortunate with the wind
direction and when it rained, at least that kept the dust
down, even if it did drip from the open door down the
back of my neck when lwas working on the cylinder
head side!

Of course I could not round off such an epic without
mentioning the co-stars withoui whom none of it would
have been possible. lf I appear to have been critical
of any organisation in the above I will balance it here
by saying that it is the end result that matters and it is
hardly surprising that one encounters a few difficulties
trying to find the correct parts and processes for a car

that went out of production all those years ago.

Robin Jones
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Welsh Mountain Rally
Following on from a slightly unconventionaltake on
Magny Cours in the last magazine, we have here again,
pushed the journalistic boundaries eyen further with a
report written on a communal basis, by a collaboration
between Andrew Tweed and his dog Juniper, with a further
segment by lan Gardner. As I am sure you will have
worked out, the sec/lons prefaced by a pawprint are by
Juniper.

if ::8.=9il| 1:L.:1.E!aqrri:::v!r-:,:e

It was with some trepidation that we approached the
Iongest journey we had ever undertaken in the traction.
OK, the engine had done 6,000 miles or so since full
rebuild and should be nicely run in. I had recently
overhauled the steering joints and dealt with that play in
the nearside front wheel bearing so all should be good in
that department, but you never know! There was, after all,
that nasty smell of petrol if you fill the tank too full and the
memory of being towed back through the village in full
view after the coil failed, was still raw.
Nevertheless the lure of Wales in the sunshine and a visit
to our daughter who lives nearby, not to mention seeing
some old friends and putting faces to names of new ones
allconspired to draw us to Llangollen.
The chosen route was across country from Tollesbury
to Milton Keynes, a lunch break at the canal museum at
Stoke Bruerne and then A5 all the way, avoiding nasty
motorways and hopefully ensuring that all the traffic was
behind us. We were lucky to have had a practice run the
weekend before when several of us from the Eastern
section met up at Old Warden for the Shuttleworth
Collection evening Flying display. The journeys there and
back were uneventful and covered more or less the first
part of the route to Wales.
Likewise the first part of today's journey went according
to plan, comfort breaks for dog and passengers at
frequent intervals and a pleasant lunch by the canal,
several compliments for the car which did look a picture all
polished up for the occasion.
Someone had said, in suggesting the A5, "it's like route
66" whatever that meant. lf it was supposed to indicate
a smooth run around Birmingham and painless delivery
to Llangollen, without leaving the same road number, it
was true. There were even pleasant little moments like
the encounter with the Birmingham Scooter club on their
Vespas and Lambrettas, all of us travelling at about the
same speed and exchanging complementary gestures (l

.3 Dog's nose view
Hi Juniper here. Andrew has been writing
for ages about our tip to Wates. He read
it to us the other day but reatty , it's not
at all how I remember it, so here goes.
For me, tips away start with a bout of

frenzied activity. / gef so excited my fur feels as ffff is
standing on end so by the time we got to our hotel I was
quite hystericat. I charged around the room and, even for
me, barked quite a bit but settled down quickly after being
fed.

The next morning after my walk we waited around for a
while and I amused mysetf by excavating a speciat hote in
the garden. lt was my weekend project. Then my Auntie
lsla and her new dog Callie arrived and we had a tovely
watk in the woods and a visit to a very strange place catted
British lronworks. /saur/ofs of pecutiaranimals. Some
were gigantic. I was worried at first but they didn't smett
of anything and didn't move when I approached them so
t began to relax. Tina kept saying hoi wonderfutthese
animals were and took tots of photos. I couldn't see why

think) at several
roundabouts
and junctions.

We called on
our daughter
lsla for
afternoon
tea and to
make final
arrangements with her to join us on the Saturday run to
Snowdon, finally arriving at the hotel in early evening
sunshine. The small matter of our booking for the
Thursday night having been overlooked was dealt with
swiftly and efficiently by the hotel receptionist and we
settled into our room in time for a relaxing drink in front of
the hotel as the sun set behind it.

she uras impressed but
there's no accounting
for humans!

We arrived back
at the hoteljust in
time to get our pack
of instructions and
goodies, swiftly into the
briefing followed by a
barbeq ue/buffet d i n ner,

a nice touch being
that the hotel had
relaxed their dog rules
sufficiently to allow
those of us with dogs
to use the conservatory
room adjacent to the
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Welsh Mountain Rally
spanner in the works of Lawrence's plans hinged around
the dogs who go everywhere with us, or to put it another
way prevent us from going lots of places. Namely, in this
case the Snowdon Mountain Railway and the Electric
Mountain visit. However the National Slate Museum was
a short lakeside walk away, it's dog friendly and even
Tina friendly with film shows of archive footage from the
slate workshops and social history stuff. The museum
occupies the former slate works which closed in the last
century and lay derelict for some time, but was saved
along with a great deal of its machinery including a huge
water wheel for power, saws for cutting slate and all the
facilities for building and maintaining allthe necessary
machinery. There is a timber mill, a foundry and pattern
shop, a massive machine shop and a forge where they
produced chisels for quarrying and splitting slate brought
in by railfrom the mountain. The electric mountain would
have been fascinating. I gathered from the foyer display
that it featured a turbine driven generating plant to supply
the grid at a moment's notice of peak demand as well as
a system for pumping water up again to the reservoir at
times of low demand using power from generating stations
which cannot reduce their output quickly. Thus it cleverly
smooths the peaks or troughs of electricity production and
reduces waste.
As you can see, the Tweeds did not go on to Snowdon or
Electric Mountain, so fhrs next section is by lan Gardner
who did go up the mountain (Editor....not Juniper!)

members of a local classic car club, who directed us to the
Traction parking areas.
The last time I went to the top of Snowdon was twenty
years ago on a similarly warm and sunny day. However,
on that occasion it was the last ascent of a charity Three
Peaks Challenge and my main focus was getting to
the summit and down again within the 24-hour limit for
all three. This time around it was going to be a much
more relaxed and enjoyable experience. The trip up the
mountain was by train and we were in the same carriage
as a number of others from our group. The vistas from
the train were spectacular and also provided views of the
mountain path, which was crowded from top to bottom
with walkers doing it the hard way. When we got off at the
top, we were again greeted with wall to wall people for the
final 50 metres. But battling through the crowds to get to
the summit was well worth it, with 360-degree panoramic
view on that rare occurrence - a clear day on Snowdon.
Our drive back to Llangollen for the evening meal was
nearly delayed by a sudden attack of misfiring on the
steepest part of the Llanberis Pass. Once over the summit
the engine went back to normal and the fault was later
traced to a faulty
spark plug.

Saturday was a
very busy day, but
the consensus that
evening was that
the trips had been
a very enjoyable
experience and we
all made it safely
back to base.

The Snowdon Mountain Railway was clearly very popular,

certainly with the crowds lunching at the tables around
the bottom station. I was able to watch steam locomotives
watering and fuelling up near the engine sheds in an
environment very realistically as filthy with coal and soot
as it must have been when they were hauling slate.
lan Gardner

.! We went back to the car and drove for
quite a while. I don't know what it is about
humans but they will insist on stopping
at regular interuals to drink tea and eat
cakes while I have to be satisfied with a
bowl of water. So there was one more

The main organised
activity of this years
National Meeting
was the Saturday
excursion from
our base hotels
in Llangollen to
the former slate
quarrying village of
Llanberis. The 100-
mile round trip was
via the Llanberis

Pass, which at nearly 1200 feet above sea level, provides
one of the most scenic mountain drives in Snowdonia. To

ensure that the narrow and steep Welsh roads weren't
brought to a stand-still by a long convoy of over 50
Tractions, we were split into 4 or 5 groups and booked into
the two main attractions of the day - Electric Mountain
and the Snowdon Mountain Railway, in relays.
We were allocated a morning slot at Electric Mountain and
an afternoon time slot for the ascent of Snowdon on the
Mountain Railway.
We decided to give Electric Mountain a miss in favour of
a lazy breakfast at the hotel and a leisurely drive via the
tourist destination of Betws-y-Coed. The drive over the
Llanberis Pass was stunning, and thankfully uneventful,
and we were warmly greeted in the village by some

stop before we got back to the hotel. I was quite tired that
evening so I didn't complain when I was left in the room in
my crate, while my humans went out.

Our day was pleasantly punctuated with a light lunch at a
very friendly pub in the village, a swim in the lake (for the
dogs) and a drive back the steeper way, quite a bit of it in
2nd gear (must get on with that 4-speed box project).
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Bailey's Banter

The TOC went to Wales - and it was very good. The weather, the
scenery, the attractions and the company were all everything you
would want. And of course, the cars weren't bad either. 53 Tractions
driving along the Welsh roads in glorious sunshine is a pretty good
sight. Actually we made sure we didn't have a long line of us along
the A5, but ifyou had been hanging about on a street corner in
Betws-y-Coed on the Saturday morning you would have seen us
all go by in the space of an hour. And if you had, you would have
thought, not only "nice to see so many old cars" but also "what lovely
cars". Not just nice because they are old, but really a lovely shape.

Why are they so nice? This of course is the work of Flaminio Bertoni
who created the iconic shape. The French icon was styled by an

Italian who of course went on to design the 2CV, DS, H-Van and
Ami. Some may argue that he did his best work first. I certainly find
his last design, the Ami, is the hardest to warm to.

Was the Traction his first? Well it was his first for Citroen but before
that Bertoni has worked 'for Carrozzeria Macchi where he started as
an apprentice carpenter at the age of 15. By the time he was 22 he

had received training in drawing and sculpting and was appointed
chief designer. He resigned from there and started his own studio.
Then he met a woman whom he loved but his mother didn't and
he felt he needed to move and so they went to Paris and started
a family. ln 1932 his first child was born and, I guess he needed a

proper job. He pitched a design for pneumatically lifting windows
to Andre Citroen and was immediately hired. Two years later the
Traction was launched so he must have started on it on his first day.
Apparently, according to the google translation of the account on
www.faminiobertonie.it "ln a single night he sculpts the Traction
Avant in plasticine, realizing for the first time a project in volume and
not in drawing." This refers to scale models and there were several
iterations before finalizing the details.

Because of the use of welded monocoque and front wheel drive
technologies Bertoni was able to hang the whole body shell as low
as he liked. Torsion bar suspension allowed the wheels to be pushed
out to the extreme corners which not only gave the surest possible
footing but gave the opportunity to give the car a real planted stance.
But that still didn't guarantee the car would have style. The lines of
the wings, the shape of the windows, the proportions, the lowness -
all were the work of a true artist.

This was not just one car - by September 1934 there were:

Legere - the shortest and narrower saloon.

Normale - the mid length and wider saloon.

Familiale - the full length 6 light, wider saloon.

Roadster- convertible based on the narrower body

Faux Coupe - hardtop coupe based on the narrower body.

22CV VB Familiale

22CV V8 Faux coupe - based on the wider body

22CV VB Roadster - based on the wider body

That makes eight bodies that needed to be styled, designed and
engineered. lt would be nine if you include the Coupe de Ville. We
had most of these present in Wales although sadly no Faux Coupe.
You can make up your own mind but, personally, I like the wide body
best from the front and rear but side-on the Legere is prettiest. I

wonder if anyone has made a short-wide car?

I imagine that although the Traction was launched within 2 years
of Bertoni starting with Citroen, the process of styling the car was
calmer and less frenetic than the development of the mechanical
parts ofthe car. As the launch date approached Bertoni would have
likely been thinking about his next project - the 2CV - as well as his
own sculptures and some projects for other customers via his own
design studio.

Having said that,
Bertoni was not the
only one working
on the design. He
set the style with his
model but, according
to Jon Pressnel's
book ,Traction Avant, the coupe and roadster may owe more to Jean
Daninos. lt seems there may have been some rivalry between these
two. The website I mentioned above is the work of the lnternational
Flaminio Bertoni Association which is also responsible for the
Museo Flaminio Bertoni in Varese - between Lakes Maggiori and
Como. That seems like a nice place to visit although the museum
appears to be open only on specific days.

I previously mentioned the yellow Traction that was once the
property of Chris Goffey. I am grateful to Martin Vickerstaff for
sending me a copy of an article by Mr Goffey in an old issue of
Classic Cars describing his journey towards Traction Avant Nirvana.
It didn't start well. His first one, bought as a 17 year old, was not as
good as it looked. He describes holes in the floor and smoke inside
the car. During a trip across Bodmin Moor the car was suddenly
smoke free. The cause became clear when the engine, which
had burnt all of its oil, went bang. Many years later he bought the
yellow car from a lady whose husband needed the space to garage
his newly acquired Aston Martin. lt seems she didn't approve but
had little choice. ln these more enlightened days the Aston may
well have had to stay outside and Goffey would have had to look
elsewhere.

Mr Goffey is not the only motoring journalist to have owned a

Traction. Mark Williams advised me that his new magazine lhe
G/assic Motoring Review has an article by Gavin Green on his
ownership of a Light 15. lf you wish to subscribe you can get a
discount using the code SUM3 on the checkout page at http://www.
classicmotoringreview. uk.

You may recall lwas concerned about my CV joints, having
discovered some damage to the inner ones. You will be relieved
that they gave no trouble at all on the Welsh trip. The car has now
covered over 1000 miles since I put the new gaiter back onto the
mullered outer shell. So, I think they will stay like that until it starts
making funny noises which could be next week or could be in 5
years' time. But what shall I do then? I am considering reverting to
the original UJs.

An advantage of the CV joints - the outer ones anyway - is that you
can make tighter turns. To do this you must adjust the stops on the
steering rack which I have noi done. I still have the QE2 style turning
circle ihat is dictated by ihe original double UJ set up. This doesn't
normally matter much to me - if it had I suppose I would have done
something about it. lthinkihere is an Audi driverwhothinks lshould
have done just that. He was behind me on the ramp entering the car
park at Gatwick the other day. This is a spiral ramp which connects
to each level. The spiral part is fine except where it intersects with
the car park where it is just too tight for my Normale. Those of us
who are don't pay for premier parking go to at least Level 3 these
days which meant I had to back up three times. By the time we got
to Level 2 my Audi driving friend learnt to leave enough some room.
I wonder if a Legere would get round in one go. The car parks at
Heathrow seem to be a just a little more generous and I have never
had to back up there. A Familiale or Commerciale may still have a

problem there though.

I was already cutting it a bit fine having taken a while to even get
past the barrier. I had pre-booked but the system did not recognise
my number plate. lt was 5am which may have been a bit too early for
the others to admire the Bertoni styling as I waited for 5 minutes for
the assistant to raise the barrier. The Gregynog Hall setting in Wales
was a better place for that.
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Thoughts On A Traction Life

The start was recorded in Floating Power January 2000 edition and
continued in the August 2000 edition. For younger members some
of my other memories may be of some interest.

In the 1960s the Traction was in the "Old Banger" category, f40
would buy a runner and f 150 a good example. Nearly all mine have
been Slough Built.

The first Paris car that I encountered was as a result of my Sunday
morning pastime of visiting local Hampshire scrap yards. lt was in
the car park of Duffys near Southampton, a light blue 118 L small
boot owned by a Royal Navy sailor. He had bought it in France
and brought it over to the UK. Compared to my1953 Slough Lt15 it
seemed very austere. Both of us were looking for drive shafts and
gear boxes that did not go "click clack" or whine as ours did.

Most scrap yards in the 1960s would have half a dozen scrap
tractions in stock where you could pick up drive shafts at €1.00 and
gear boxes for €5.00. (l bought a pre war bonnet for €1.50 which I

used on at least five of my cars.) Pilote wheels could be bought with
a usable tyre for f2.00, my local tyre dealer was selling 165/400,
new, for €11.00 each, rears only for f8.00.
Most motor factors of this era kept spares for tractions in stock
and many were still available from Slough Spares Department. I

reconditioned an engine in the mid 1960s, with spares from a local
factors, a piston and liner kit was €20.00, new valves and springs
t4.50, a gasket set, €4.00. Bottom end overhaul by Vosper Marine
Engineering, including a crank regrind, t10.00, new white metal
at €1.50 mains, f 1.10 for big ends, the total cost then was about
€50.00. lt might cost a bit more today.

A big weekend event was the CCC Annual Rally held at Lord
Montague's estate,
Beaulieu. (right)

Then it was mostly
Tractions, Ds and
2CVs_, an enjoyable
event at that time
and a day spent with
friends.

The late Fred
Annels lived in
Guildford back
then and we spent
many Saturdays
with him laying his
expert hands on our cars, being more
knowledgeable that we were back then.

My home town Portsmouth had at least
ten Traction owners and we all knew
each other, this being handy for helping
each other to keep our cars running.

By now I had left the Gas Board and went
to work for a friend, driving a lorry and
became an HGV driver, a career which I

followed for the rest of my working life until retiring in 2013.

Some people have said I liked Tractions because they are a bit like
a truck to drive. This might have been true in my early driving days,
however, I can assure you that modem trucks are much lighter that a
Traction to drive, power steering and all mod cons.

My Tractions have always been every day transport to get to work, I

did not have the money for toys,
only practical transport. One
perk of my job was driving all
over our beautiful countryside.
Any Citroen Agents were
always visited and the first
question would be to ask how
long they had been an agent.
lf pre 1955, have you any
Traction spares. Many were
picked up that way for very little
as the agent was glad to get rid
of them.

On one such encounter I

bought a brand new Slough grill
still in factory packing for €8,00!

I moved to Cornwall in 1977, which put a temporary end to Traction
owning until '1997 when a chance encounter started it all off again.
(see previous 2000 article)

A little example of the Traction family, around 2001, while attending a
local rally with my '39 Twelve, FCV 61, my friend and fellow Traction
owner Geoff Brooks was approached by Clive Hoskins who was
making enquiries about his father's car. He was sent over to me.

Clive said his father was a Traction fan and his last LTl5 was
registered TAF 330, a Cornish number. Almost unbelievable. ln my
photo album, which I had with me, were several photos of said car.
Clive had last seen the car in Portsmouth as a student in the 1960s,
which was when I owned it, then wrote it off. (see FP 2000) Clive
supplied photos and the cars history from his time with it in the past.
He subsequently bought a 1950 '11B1 which he still owns, so another
Traction friend has joined my list.

I think that is it, but you never know.

Happy Tractioning.

Martin Vickerstaff
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Traction Rally Rookie

Traction Rally Rookie
Graham Banner reflects on the 50 ans Traction
universelle Rally at Magny Gours , May 201g.

I suppose, if you have recenfly purchased your first
Traction, had no experience of driving and maintaining
it, you might be sensible to choose for your first Traction
rally one that is close to home, small in size and where
the organisers and attendees will be fluent in your native
tongue. So that's why, as a Traction Rally Rookie, I chose
to venture to the 50 Traction Universelle Rally at Magny
Couers in France. lt made perfect sense at the time of
booking!

I purchased my 155 BL in France early last year. I have a
second home in the Lot valley and that's where it rested
alone all winter for 8 months. I had intended to return much
earlier to get it rally ready, but business and family issues
delayed my return to France until a couple of weeks before
the rally. Although I managed to carry out a small amount of
work, I decided the sensible option would be to load it on to
the trailer for the 4.5 hour drive to Magny Cours, (much to
Mrs B's relief)!

Although we had received many emails from the
organisers, our French is not great and we really did not
know what to expect over the 3 days. As we drove closer to
the site, we became aware of Traction activity, our senses

assaulted by the sounds of horns blaring and lights flashing
in friendly greeting on our arrival. Seeing so many Tractions
gave us an immediate feeling of belonging and a sense that
it was going to be alright began to creep over us.

First stop was the boutique to buy all the Traction
memorabilia I never knew I needed and the registration
goody bag was a sight to behold, a large posh shopping
bag and wine for Mrs B and a Traction 50th anniversary
model, in the right colours for me.

As we walked around the parking site, we were amazed
at the different models, colours and shiny condition of the
cars that were in attendance. As we wandered around
the exhibitors'stands, we came to realise the amount of
support, both commercial and personal experience that
is available to help in the restauration, and of course,
the cost! When I bought my Traction last year, it was
unroadworthy, but my local garage was able to carry out
some basic welding of the chassis where the bodywork
had rotted, fltted a new radiator and fuel system and then
it was up and running for some tentative short , local
journeys. Mechanical issues were not my only challenge.
Trying to get the registration document, the carte gris,
changed into my name was a nightmare, and no carte
gris, no insurance. My local broker was adamant that as a
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THE TRACTION OWNERS CLUB LIMITED Trocf?on
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
- YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2018

Notes

Turnover

Cost of sales

GROSS PROFIT

Administrative expenses

Other operating income

oPERAT|NG PROF|T(LOSS) ON ORD|NARY ACT|V|TIES
BEFORE TAXATION 2

Tax on ordinary activities 3

PROFTT(LOSS) FOR THE F|NANC|AL YEAR
AFTER TAXATION

General fund brought forward

GENERAL FUND CARRIED FORWARD

BALANCE SHEET - 31ST MARCH 2018

1 18,06'1

10,641

24.139

152,841

12,318

2017

€

58,255

42,372

15,993

40,297

(24,414)

26.742

2,327

358

1,969

149,310

151,279

2018
€

10,006

750

10,756

140.523

151,279

151,279

116,852

1 1,900

31,860

160,612

1 5,1 33

20'lg

t
47,369

35,044

12,325

34,828

(22,s03)

26,423

3,920

463

3,457

145,853

149,310

2017
€

3,081

750

3,831

145,479

149,310

149,310

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible Assets
Adustment
lnvestments

CURRENT ASSETS
Stock

Debtors

Cash at bank and in hand

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors falling due within
one year 7

Notes

4

5

NET CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

General fund

aa
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Black Country Experience

Revisiting the Black Country Experience
Sfeve Soufhgate is, by popular request, aiming to organise
an earlier weekend bash in 2019 in the Black Country, along
the lines of a similar event back in 2005. This article by
Sfeve sefs the scene and requests that anyone interested
in taking part, contacts him as soon as possrb/e. Sfeve's
contact details are at the end of the afticle. Please note
that this does not replace the 2019 National Rally, which is
being combined with the UK Citroen Centenary celebrations.
Editor.

By now most TOC Members will be aware of next year's
Centenary of "Citroen". Plans are well underway in
France with "La Ferte Vidame" and many others, but
here in the Heart of England there has also been a
request for the return of The Black Gountry Experience.

Approached by many with memories of the 2005 Experience,
we have been requested to retrace the footsteps of the
eadier Black Country Experience. Recalling the event
brought many smiles .

So, to pay homage to Citroen '19'19 - 2019 I investigated
what was happening in 1919 in the Black Country. Well,
of course, the Black Country in '1919 was under the spell
of the new comers "The Peaky Blinders". Most people will

have heard of the name and many will have watched the
first series on TV of the Award Winning Peaky Blinders
about Tommy Shelby and Family. The Black Country Living
Museum has officially become the home of the series,
Six period cars appear, one being a 1920's Citroen 10hp

Torpedo. Tommy's ambitions included watching over the
Lanchester Factory production in Small Heath and securing
lucrative deals with the Russians.

For those who are tempted to join us take a look at BBC's
Series One of Peaky Blinders and you will get the flavour of
our Black Country Living Museum. Below is an extract from
their web site:

'The majority of the filming took place within the Black
Country Living Museum's Canal Arm, taking on a Post lrVWl

transformation into regular character Charlie Strong's Small

iFi??Ytqiil:5j:1nt:.t:+:iry{/r1qry3t:1f;Fx:5ti1tiFeli4jttfj4rj$aFi+9i.qrBtr:xFF€rl:1eryG

Heath based Scrap Metal Yard. Production staff were on
hand for three days prior to filming to alter the usual layout
with unique props and special effects including the complex
movement of the Museum's designated boat collection.

Tommy Shelby's iconic walk past the firing furnaces are
scenes from around our Blacksmith Forge and srnoke
machines took over the interior build of our Rolling Mill;
resident chain and nail maker Kevin Lowe and Steve
Grainger were specifically requested by filmmakers to

demonstrate their metal bashing skills to cast members and
also feature as exfras in the historic drama. Canal Street
Bridge was the secref meeting place of Ada and Freddie and
they returned here on their wedding day. The Blacksmith's
Shop is where Afthur rallied the troops, it has since been
the location for many a Peaky Blinder gathering - you may
recognise it's iconic windows. Ihe series of Peaky Blinders
is centred on a famous Birmingham gang and is created by
Birmingham screenwriter Sfeyen Knight. Hollywood Actor
Cillian Murphy takes on the lead role of the feared gang
leader Tommy Shelby.'

I will endeavour to repeat some of the events however we
will introduce the earlier theme to pay homage to Andre
Citroen. So 19'19 will start us off and we will soon jump to
1929, 1939, 1949....... throughout the weekend. The Black
Country and the West Midlands offered so much to the
UK Motor lndustry and I know of a least 10 factories which
supplied parts and materials for our honoured Tractions.
All TOC members entering to the rally will be expected to
polish up their
knowledge of the
Motor industry in

the Black Country.
Education will be
the order of the
weekend including

our famous
quiz!!.........

i:

i
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Citroen Big 6 in Australia: The Engine Strip Goes On

Previously I had removed the mount for the starter ring
which was broken. A replacement has now been obtained.
I ordered three silent blocks for the triax/starter ring

along with a new
woodruff key and
these arrived
today. I'm guessing
that the ring needs
to be heated as the
silent blocks are a
snug fit and when I

tried to remove one
the rubber section
came away leaving
the metal shroud
stillattached.

Work has continued on the head. Using two 1Omm nuts
together I managed to remove 13 of the cylinder head bolts
but four refused to move. There are 18 studs in total and I only
noticed one was missing when I removed the rocker cover.
Further investigation confirmed that it had been snapped off
which is irritating but since then I have also broken another.
Luckily the metal is easy to drill. I have ordered a stud extractor

and hopefully the remaining three
will cooperate.

l've removed the timing chain
cover. Once all of the bolts
are removed including the two
underneath it peels away. The
locking washer was flattened and

the larger of the two cogs came
away usrng

the same
three legged puller. The smaller cog
proved more of a challenge and seems to
be very tight on the crank. The oil baffle
looks as if it has been making contact
with the timing chain as it shows signs of
scoring. Before re-fitting the timing chain
I will check to see if the timing chain
tensioner that is available is suitable for
the '1516.

A week has gone by and I have finally managed to remove the
cylinder head. Despite having removed the heads from several
cars in the past I seriously underestimated the challenge. The
remaining studs refused to budge despite using a stud extractor
which sheered the first stud and refused to shift the rest. I

resorted to using a series of screwdrivers to break the seal of
the head gasket,
primitive but
effective. Using
a combination
of levers and a

crow bar I finally
started to see
some progress.

When the WD49
started to weep
out from the gap

I knew that I was
winning. When it
finally came loose I

was surprised at how
much it weighed.

With the cylinder
head on the bench it

was time to remove
the valves and the
remaining manifold
studs. Using a valve compressor to compress the springs made
it easy to remove the collets. Not all of the springs wanted to
compress and three of the valves were stuck. I also discovered
that one of the valve guides was broken and on closer
inspection two more appear to have small cracks. Looking
online the guides are available and the manual shows a mandrel
used to drift them ouVin. Looking at the two valves that I could
not move using the valve compressor it was obvious that the
collets were jammed tight. A few gentle taps with a screwdriver
released them and normal service resumed. Three valves
were a really tight fit and had to be knocked out which fudher
damaged the valve guides. I now need at least 5 replaced.
When I took the head to the machine shop it was recommended
that all 12valve guides be replaced along with new valves.
They also suggested that the head should be dipped for up
to 2 weeks to remove all of the internal corrosion. So with the
head away I can start to order some new parts. The valves
themselves look to be in good condition and may be re-used.

The block is another story and I still have four studs refusing to
undo and one that will need to be drilled out. At first glance the
block looks a mess but so far the liners look to be clean with no
score marks. lf I can get the stubborn studs out I will turn the
engine upside down so that I can have a look at the crankshaft,
bearings and pistons.

A few days have now passed and with the studs removed using
a pair of mole grips I decided to start removing the gearbox and
hopefully some weight. I

read somewhere today that
the engine alone weighs in
excess of 290k9.

There are four 21mm nuts
which hold the gearbox

to the block I removed
these and the bracket that
supports the starter handle
and then the clutch cover.

The two springs that support
the thrust bearing were easily removed along with the arm. With

the main shaft pulled forward
after removing the circlip the
gearbox should split but at
the moment the main shaft is

refusing to come away.

My biggest problem at the
moment is finding sufficient
boxes to store and label all of
the different components as
they are removed!
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Podium Bid & Belt Up

Lancaster lnsurance Pride of Ownership Podium Bid
My 1938 Traction Avant Light 12 will be appearing at the NEC

in November 20'l 8, and I would appreciate readers help in

securing as many votes as possible to promote and raise the
profile for the Traction Avant, and maybe a podium position.

I have pestered the Media Company representing Lancaster

lnsurance, for almost 2 years assuring them the TAwould be

very interesting & popular with the viewing public and an asset

to their stand, this proved fairly difficult as only 20 cars can

be exhibited on this stand. I think they got fed up with me and

agreed to approve my entry, Success at last. Now the difficult
job of promoting and convincing people to place their votes

whilst attending the event. I will be contacting local & national

newspapers and motoring magazines, appealing for as many votes as possible. This

stand does not have judges but depend on the visiting public to select the car that they
think should be First, Second & Third.

I will travel from County Antrim, Northern lreland via Liverpool then the short road journey

to Birmingham, 4 nights stay at the Novotel, Birmingham Airport, then after the Show

back to Liverpool for the overnight ferry back to Belfast, hopefully with a Winning Traction

Four of my good friends will accompany me on the expedition and help share the

weekend expenses. I am eternally grateful and blessed to have such good friends to
keep me company at the Bar on the long evenings after the show.

I will also be spending some time at the TOC stand, meeting my good friends from the

Club & the Forum.

Davy Selfridge
Best of luck with this Davy, we look fonuards to seeing you showing the flag at the NEC show. (Editor)

Belt Up i#ig*,"l'':'"'n| -$
A younger generation of Tractionistes and seat belts. , ,* ;4i_'rt-,,
TerenceandJohn,sarticleregardingthefittingofseatbelts(FPMay/June)istimely:-
and goes some way to addressing the generational cliff edge that TOC must face; l.*.t,, , ' $= j --3"
but first a small improvement. Like Terence, I'm of normal height, 1880mm. lf you l*i ' . ,, -:1j l

driveaLtl5that's6ft21n. Atopseatbeltfixingbolteddirectlytothetopdoorhinge ti .,', S
wouldbeslightlylowerthanmyshoulder,betterthannothingandwedidsurviveu i.." ,-..:.. 

_*,1 
'* 1,t-

serious shunt with this configuration but that was from the rear! f ', 

tii 
t""' ll *:*3 'il

ThisbracketslipssnuglyinsidetheBpostbehindathe25mmstiffeningpieceand I ']_ " ,l.i
over the hinge bolt raising the belt fixing by 90mm, 3 1l2" in a 1t15. The crank i -.r. f..t.f;."-... *"-,*
bringsit,sfaceflushwiththeinsideofthepostsoitsitsagainstthebackofthetrim.!;':l:i'.:.:;;'l.r...i,
The credit for this design goes to Peter Simper who I think has adapted his car I . ' -' -:+., 

' ' ,:\'s__ 9--- -""'r-_ ! I :

and who made the brackets for our Legere. The sketch is mine, l'll happily send a ! ; I:'i''" " ' 
I

clearer measured drawing to anyone who's interested. t i
{

Now the cliff edge. We need to attract the next and younger generation of members i--"-.*.-:.--*-.*--:.:"-- 

-J
to this amazing car. For decades it was the family car of France and early photos
of the TOC show members, still with us but now a little grey, with their young children. Could our appeal be as
THE family classic car for families as they grow out of MGs and Spitfires? After all there's not much competition,
anyone fancy 2500km across France in a Ford Anglia or Morris Minor?

There is of course a fundamental problem, our children have only ever driven wearing seatbelts and the idea of
carrying their children unrestrained in the back is a non starter.

So, what experiences do we have at installing rear belts or ISO fixes for child seats?

Let's pool what we know with a view to developing a standard system.

Mike Wilcock
:
!

ThisbracketslipssnuglyinsidetheBpostbehindathe25mmstiffeningpieceand i .f i, 'r" ,-ii-
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Classified Adverts

Classified Adverts -
Members

Small adverts are free and are for the
disposal of vehicles and parts that are their
personal property.

Adverts for accommodation are charged at
17.20 including VAT

Advert submission needs to include
membership number.

Adverts may be edited or refused, and
the Editor cannot guarantee insertion into
any specific issue although every effort
will be made to publish in the next issue of
Floating Power.

The Editor does not accept liability for
printers'or clerical errors although care is
taken to avoid mistakes,

'Members' advertisements will be inserled
for two issues only. lf the advertisement
is still required beyond this point, then it
must be resubmitted to the Editor. Please
notify the Editor if you wish to delete the
advertisement prior to this.

Adverts can be emailed to the Editor at
the address below. For members sending
adverts by post, please check current
editor's address on page 3.

Glassified Adverts -
Non Members
€20 inc VAT per insertion.

Trade Display Adverts
From 2015 trade adverts will be available
in colour or black & white at 1/4 page only.

Cost of f60 plus VAT per issue.

Please note
All Cars and Parts for Sale adverts appear
on the TOC website approximately one
week after Floating Power is posted to
members.

Please email advefts to:
editor@traction-owners.co.u k

Trclcffron

CARS FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1949 Gitroen Light 15, Black.
Underneath, the car is very dry and solid.
lnterior: Real wine leather seats in good
condition
Location of car: Cornwall
Stored: in a garage at home.
Private Number Plate: ERD360

The car would be sold with a spare grill,
spare hub caps and various other parts.
We also have the original handbook from
1949 and repair manual which can be sold
separately.
The front badge bar and badges will not be
included in the sell.
This car belonged to my father and
TOC member, the late Brian Watson lf
someone is interested in the L15 and
wishes to discuss further, its best to
contact me on: 07874341426 or email:
MK.watson@hotmail.co.uk for more
details.

FOR SALE: Slough built Light 15. 1952.
Excellent condition. Have just been on
rally to France and ran very well, cruising
at 60 mph. New tyres, LED lights, brakes
serviced, and lots of other goodies.
Gome and see it. €15,950- Tel. 01752
880'122. (Devon) richarddupont@
btinternet.com or torrcroft@gmail.com

FOR SALE: my Traction Avant Big 15
(15/6),
A very rare 1954 Paris built two carburetor
car,
in good condition. Has lots of other goodies:
Quitlery steering wheel, Fulgor Hypersonic
air horns, transformer to turn 12V under

passenger seat,
self jacking system (manual), courtesy
windows, radio, etc.
Reason for sale: being over eighty years
old. Price € 32,500
Wim Bloemendaal, Kromme Englaan 8,
1 404B,X, Bussum, Netherlands
Contact: wrotter@hetnet.n I

FOR SALE: LHD 1955 11BL 6v
Complete refurb. Bare metal respray, new
red leather upholstery, new head lining,
wiring loom, chrome. Recent new clutch, coil
and distributor. Runs well. Arthritis forces
sale. Offers.
Contact Tim Pickard 07816 788294
(Yorkshire)

FOR SALE: 1952 PARIS BUILT CITROEN
15/6 TRACTION
A superb car as can been seen from the
photo. New clutch and re cored radiator.
Engine and gear box in very good condition.
Stainless steel exhaust. Doors as new-
deflnitely no rust or filler. First registered in
UK 1958. Last ownerfor 55 years and only
3 owners. Great number plate. Original log
book, manuals and loads of receipts. Recent
bare metal re spray with photo record.
Some spares including engine block and
gear box casing. This car needs to be seen.
f19,950. Contact Tim 01305757518 or
e.mail ctklane@hotmail.com

FOR SALE: 1949 Paris built BL
lmported in 1989 but only registered with UK
number in 2008
Nice useable car which does need some
interior TLC. Recently had new brakes front
and rear including cylinders, new stainless
steel exhaust system, front suspension
modifications carried out by Jonathan
Howard. DVLA have refused to renew my
driving licence on medical grounds so sadly
must sell.
€7750 Keith 0121 4452607.
kandeduncan@gmail.com
(Bromsgrove)
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A selection of items are now available from the TOC Shop.
Contact Vanessa Plumpton for details of sizes, availability etc:

shop@traction-owners.co.uk

Polo shirts with new logo
various sizes L15.50

TOC Mug, TOC Leather
essential for the KeY Fob

workbench. f6.00 f8.00

b- I

TOC Binder to keep the back TOC Grille badge
issues of Floating Power tidy. lask. f20.00

TOC Brooch/Lapel
Badge 13.99

i'tro la Esicslil,

Te,i: fi178,4 &5i'22.99
Owned and operated by Darrin and Krrstina Brownhill. Darrin has

been repairing Traciions and other classic Citroens since 1987.

From our premises at Staines'upon-Thames, we offer full

mechanical, electrical, bodywork I paint seruices, in fact any'thing

you need to keep your Traction on lhe road^

@ttaTodeyl
'* ir'ie use and siock non-toxic Propyiene *iycal caola;-:i *"

"" FZ eiectric pavuer steering syst*ms sLlppii*C .ind titt€d .*

@
Unit I Tims Boatyard, Timsway, Staines-upon-Than'ies,

Surrey TtrVl8 3JY

TffATTI[}I

fiETAIffT

Visit us on Facebook - Traction Repairs

James Geddes

Morpeth, Northumberland.

07783259874

wisw.tractionrena i rik

TOG SPABES

HOrltlrE

Ghris lreagust,
98 lirst Auenue, Batchmere,

Ghichestel W Sus$ex, P020 710.

ff wx**k slares@tracti0n-0ulne]s.c0.ulr

Please note, a lullsnares list

is auailaile on the
club wc[ site at

llIflW.ttaGti0n-own gts.G0.ult
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